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ABSTRACT 

【Purpose】 

Chopsticks are an important part of Japanese culture. Some parts of East Asia, such as 

China, Korea, and Taiwan also use chopsticks, but only uses disposable wooden 

chopsticks, known as waribashi in Japan. They were also invented by Japanese in the 

19
th

 century, and used mostly by Japanese people. However, it can be said that making 

waribashi is one of the causes of deforestation. However, some experts and 

organizations say that waribashi aren’t as wasteful as first thought. This study sets out 

to know opinions of ordinary persons about waribashi and other eco products. It further 

tries to find out whether waribashi are really wasteful or not, because many people use 

them in Japan as part of the ECO boom now. 

 

【Contents】 

About 98% of waribashi which are used in Japan are made in China, because it is 

cheaper to produce than Japanese waribashi by one-third. In addition, the consumption 

of waribashi on average in Japan is about 25,900,000,000 (25.9billion) a year. It means 

that one person uses about 200 waribashi a year. However, some domestic waribashi 

are made from ‘sustainable wood’ which is called kanbatsuzai in Japanese. Kanbatsuzai 

means that cutting and pulled out trees for growing healthily, so it is possible to recycle. 

On the other hand, many people use ‘My-chopstick’ which is called ‘My-hashi’ in Japan 

now. It means that people always have their own chopsticks with them, so they will not 

need to demand waribashi when shopping or eating in a restaurant. 

 

【Results】 

From the results of questionnaire, many people think that waribashi are wasteful, but it 

is necessary for us, because of convenient in TPO such as street stalls. And Japan will 

not be able to run out of waribashi, and will continue to use them because it is 

indispensable and close adherence to our life. It may be important to use waribashi and 

My-hashi in balance rather than decrease the number of waribashi. Waribashi is said to 

be throwaway generally, so we use it just when it is really necessary. The conclusion 

states that the most important thing is that we should get to know present situation about 

waribashi, and My-hashi as much as possible, so I want to promote it more, if I have a 

chance. 
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